W&M, Virginia Tech

State Track Choices

Without Norfolk State in the State Collegiate Indoor track field, it looks like a two-team squabble for the title between perennial champion William and Mary and ancient rival Virginia Tech in Lexington today.

The Spartans, third last year with 65 1/2 points behind W&M (78) and Tech (74 1/2), decided to bypass this year’s meet.

How much effect this will have on the two principal parties isn’t certain, but it won’t help the Indians. In the sprints, for example, the Gobblers are now expected to pile up more points.

Tribe Coach John Randolph doesn’t appear to be taking any chances of being upset because he’s entered some of his stars in two and sometimes three events.

For instance, Peninsula-bred Reggie Clark and Mac Collins are intered in the 880, 1000 and mile.

Tech should be especially strong in the 60 with Andre Releford and ex-Bethel flash Morris Blueford.

Releford is considered one of the top sprinters on the East Coast.